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"New venue concepts in the casino and bingo club
markets are set to play a key role in shaping the future of
both."
– David Walmsley, Senior Leisure Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Will convenience gaming change the shape of the bingo market?
Can the destination casino draw in a broader crowd?
Is there a place for mobile in the traditional venue mix?

The UK casino market is benefitting from a rising London segment and improving spend per head more
widely, but has become increasingly reliant on its new breed of large venues for admissions growth.
In bingo, investment in product and facilities has not only helped the sector return to value growth but
has also slowed its long-term volume decline to the point at which increasing admission numbers could
soon become a realistic ambition once more.
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New venue formats could be the biggest influence on the future shape of both markets, with resort
casinos, the bingo ‘club-pub’ and a new high street ‘convenience bingo’ brand all holding strong
potential to attract a bigger and more diverse crowd.
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DID YOU KNOW?

This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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Bingo back on the high street with new Rank roll-out
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Carlton Clubs
Figure 35: Carlton Clubs financials, 2014-15
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Figure 37: Casino visiting, by age, January 2016
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Fan chart forecast
Figure 46: Forecast of consumer expenditure in casinos, 2015/16-2020/21
Figure 47: Forecast of consumer expenditure in bingo clubs, 2015-20
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